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Face Shield – Single packed, art. no. 1999903455 + 1999903461 
CE-marked 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Description: 

Reusable Face Shield is designed to protect the wearers eyes, nose and mouth from splashes, sprays, and spatter of liquids. 
The transparent PET-visors contains antifog which helps to keep the clear vision. It covers the face 180 degrees and long 
enough to cover face from forehead to chin. The face shield is packed in a PE bag with a crown, silicon strap and 3 visors. The 
user have then the option to change the PET-visors as needed. The face shield can be pushed up from the face as needed.  
 

User Manual: 

Collect the visor. Click the screen on the blue plastic crown. Then you can mount the rubber band on each side of the crown 
according to the head size. 
Hold the visor in front of your face and pull the visor over your head. 
 
CE and Standards 

The product is designed and tested to fulfil the requirements set forth in PPE EU 2016/425 as a category II PPE and with 
applicable parts of standard EN166:2001 (optical class 1).  
The face shield is CE-labelled and marked on the blue crown.   
 
Cleaning 

The face shield should be cleaned by any detergent or sanitizer. In order to protect eyes, do not wear the face shield while 
cleaning it.   
 

Storage, durability and waste management: 

Storage: Storage should be made in a clean, dry place to avoid dust, scratching, and unnecessary wear. Do not store in direct 
sunlight or in temperatures above 30 degrees or below 5 degrees Celsius 
 

Durability unopened: 2 years 
 

Waste management: The packing should be recycled as cardboard and the inner-bag as soft plastic (PE). The face shield should 
be disposed as combustible waste. 
 

Art. No.  Product Country of Origin 
 
Tariff no. 

 
EAN code Unit per cll 

1999903455 Face shield – Single packed  Turkey 
 
3926909790 

 
5703538446313 100 

1999903461 Face shield – Single packed Turkey 
 
3926909790 

 
5703538446337 5  
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